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 hey, i just got the new 1.01 update of the assassin's creed 2 game. my question is, why is the game update so long? at the end of
the update they say that they have added new levels in the story and a new chapter in the odyssey. the reason i ask this is because

the update took about 3 hours to download. i've played for about 6 hours and am in the same place in the game as when i
downloaded the update, i still have a lot to go. i hate updates so much. let's see how many more updates you can make to this

thing, in-game titles only, no (game) manual or whatever. i just play the game, its not my interest at all. yes, i'm so cool, so calm,
and so collected. Originally posted by Vesuvius hey, i just got the new 1.01 update of the assassin's creed 2 game. my question

is, why is the game update so long? at the end of the update they say that they have added new levels in the story and a new
chapter in the odyssey. Originally posted by PIPERno let's see how many more updates you can make to this thing, in-game

titles only, no (game) manual or whatever. i just play the game, its not my interest at all. yes, i'm so cool, so calm, and so
collected. I like the game and as a fan I think the game should be perfect to the play it. I don't think that the updates should
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change anything about the game. I have not had any problems with the update and I usually download it as soon as it is out. I
have waited sometimes and then I have downloaded it for 82157476af
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